
CHELSEA SOLAR LLC 
August 12, 2015  

Mrs. Susan Hudson, Clerk 
Vermont Public Service Board 
112 State Street, Drawer 20 
Montpelier, VT 05620-2701 
 
Re:  Chelsea Solar LLC (Docket No. 8302) – Petitioner’s Reply Brief  
 
Dear Mrs. Hudson, enclosed please find the Petitioner’s Reply Brief with respect to the 
Section 248 Petition of Chelsea Solar LLC (Docket No. 8302).  I am also attaching the 
related Certificate of Service.   
 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions. 

       Warm Regards, 

       CHELSEA SOLAR LLC 
        

        
       Michael Melone 

     

   



STATE OF VERMONT PUBLIC 
SERVICE BOARD 

Docket No. 8302 
 

Petition of Chelsea Solar LLC, pursuant   )  
to 30 V.S.A. § 248, for a certificate of public ) 
good authorizing the installation and   )  
operation of a 2.0 MW solar electric generation  ) 
facility located at 500 Apple Hill Road in   ) 
Bennington, Vermont                                             )    

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Michael Melone, certify that on August 12, 2015, I forwarded copies of the 

Petitioner’s Reply Brief to the following parties:    

Mrs. Susan Hudson, Clerk 
Vermont Public Service Board 
112 State Street, Drawer 20 
Montpelier, VT 05620-2701 

Libby Harris 
531 Apple Hill Road 
Bennington,VT 05201 

Office of Planning and Legal Affairs 
Agency of Natural Resources  
Attention:  Mr. Donald Einhorn  
1 National Life Drive – Davis Building, 2nd Fl. 
Montpelier, VT 05620-3901 
 

 

Vermont Department of Public Service 
Attention:  Jeanne Elias 
112 State Street, Drawer 20 
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601 

 

 

Dated August 12, 2015 
By:    

 

Michael Melone 

(917) 328-2001 
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STATE OF VERMONT 
PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD 

 
Petition of Chelsea Solar LLC for a 
certificate of public good, pursuant to 
30 V.S.A. § 248, authorizing the 
installation and operation of the 
“Chelsea Solar Project” consisting of a 
2.0 MW solar electric generation 
facility to be located at 557 Apple Hill  
Road in Bennington, Vermont 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
 
 
 

 

Docket No. 8302 

PETITIONER’S REPLY BRIEF   

 

This docket concerns a Petition filed by Chelsea Solar LLC (the “Petitioner”), pursuant to 

30 V.S.A. §248 and Public Service Board (the “Board”) Rule 5.400, requesting the Board to 

issue a Certificate of Public Good (“CPG”) for a 2.0 MW solar electric generation facility 

located at 557 Apple Hill Road in Bennington, Vermont (the “Project”).  Petitioner filed its Post-

Hearing Brief in Support of its Section 248 Petition for a Certificate of Public Good on August 7, 

2015.  Libby Harris (“Harris”), an intervenor in this Docket, filed the Brief of Libby Harris (the 

“Harris Brief”) on August 7, 2015 in support of her position against the Project.  The Harris 

Brief also includes a motion to stay the issuance of a CPG in this docket until after the Board 

completes its review of the Apple Hill Solar project.  Petitioner hereby files this Response to the 

Harris Brief and the motion to stay.   

I. Introduction 

The Harris Brief opens with the first of dozens of false assertions by stating that Chelsea 

Solar has not established Vermont residency (it is in fact a Vermont domestic limited liability 
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company).  Most surprising, however, are Harris’ claims regarding the use of Willow Road, and 

not Apple Hill Road, during the construction phase of the project.  It was Harris, in the early 

stages of the Section 248 process, who vocally argued that Apple Hill Road (which passes by her 

house) not be used during construction.  As an accommodation to her and the Apple Hill 

Homeowners Association, Petitioner agreed.  Petitioner, however, has no problem with the 

Board requiring Petitioner to use Apple Hill Road during construction as Harris now seems to 

urge. 

Harris and her sponsor, an organization that calls itself “Vermonters for a Clean 

Environment” (“VCE”), continue to advocate for the status quo.  As Governor Peter Shumlin 

recently stated: “Climate change is real.  It’s a threat to humanity.”1  Harris and her sponsor 

would rather fiddle while Rome burns.   

The Chelsea Project will advance the goals of fighting the devastating impacts from 

climate change, and from a substantive perspective has met all the requirements of Section 248.  

As the Petitioner’s evidence shows, Harris’ arguments are without merit.  Her motion should be 

denied. 

A. Harris Assertions Regarding “Shared Infrastructure” 

(i) Willow Road 

Harris asserts that the Petitioner’s use of Willow Road during construction and 

decommissioning is contrary to the definition of “Plant” in 30 V.S.A. 8002(14).2  See Harris 

                                                 
1 http://www.vtdemocrats.org/news/vermont-governor-peter-shumlin-right-climate-change-real. 
2 Harris also asserts that the use of Willow Road by Petitioner violates a deed restriction of the Apple Hill 
Homeowner’s Association, however, during the preconference hearing, the Hearing Officer made it clear that the 
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Brief at 7.  Whatever the merits of Harris’ assertion may be (which there are none), they do not 

belong in this proceeding.  This proceeding is about whether the Chelsea Solar project satisfies 

the Section 248 criteria for the issuance of a CPG.  The issue of the definition of a “Plant” under 

30 V.S.A. 8002(14) is simply not relevant.  Moreover, as this Board knows, the issue of whether 

the Chelsea Solar project was a separate plant was never an issue.  The appeal to the Vermont 

Supreme Court did not involve the Chelsea Solar plant, but only the neighboring Apple Hill 

Solar plant.  For that reason as well, Harris’ claims are irrelevant to this proceeding.   

Harris’ assertions are also barred by the scope of her intervention.  The Harris 

intervention is limited to presenting expert testimony on the issues of Section 248(b)(1) (Orderly 

Development of the Region) as it relates to the Petitioner’s use of Willow Road and 248(b)(5) 

(Aesthetics, Historic Sites, Air and Water Purity, Natural Environment and Public Health and 

Safety) as it relates to aesthetics, wind and noise.3  Her assertions (which are meritless) regarding 

the definition of a “Plant” and the use of an already existing road are outside the scope of her 

intervention.4   

Furthermore, her meritless assertions fail under the doctrine of “unclean hands”.  Harris 

was a vocal proponent of the Petitioner switching the access road from Apple Hill Road to 

                                                 
Board is not the appropriate forum to discuss private property rights and deed restrictions.  Consequently, this 
memorandum does not address the substance of Harris’s erroneous assertions regarding such deed restrictions. 
3 See, April 16th Order Granting Harris Intervention Motion. 
4 In the 5 pages in the Harris Brief that are dedicated to the Petitioner’s use of Willow Road, neither Section 
248(b)(1) nor the criteria related thereto are mentioned once.   Nor could they be, as the Petitioner’s use of Willow 
Road has absolutely nothing to do with Section 248(b)(1).   Which roads are used by Petitioner for temporary 
construction purposes and prior to commercial operation is wholly unrelated to the purposes of 30 V.S.A § 248(b)(1) 
and the orderly development of the region.  At no point has Harris explained why the use of certain roads by the 
Petitioner has any relevance whatsoever to the 30 V.S.A § 248(b)(1) criteria or any effect with respect thereto, let 
alone that the use of a certain road by Petitioner would unduly interfere with the orderly development of the region.  
Having willfully ignored the Hearing Officer’s instructions to limit her intervention to issues of orderly 
development, aesthetics, wind and noise, the unsubstantiated assertions of Harris regarding Petitioner’s use of 
Willow Road should be ignored. 
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Willow Road for construction purposes to avoid construction crews passing directly in front of 

her house.5  Now she seeks to use Petitioner’s accommodation to her as a sword.  The law 

simply does not countenance such behavior.  However, as noted above, Petitioner has no 

problem with the Board requiring Petitioner to use Apple Hill Road during construction as Harris 

now seems to urge as the result.     

(ii) Interconnection 

Harris arguments regarding the Project’s interconnection are meritless and must be 

rejected for the same reasons stated above with respect to her claims regarding Willow Road.  

They are outside the scope of this proceeding, are outside the scope of Harris’ intervention and 

have never been an issue with respect to the Chelsea Solar project.   

Fundamentally, however, Harris’s assertions simply misunderstand how an electric 

generating facility connects to the grid under Federal and state law.  The Chelsea Solar project 

has a separate point of interconnection from the Apple Hill project and its point of 

interconnection was separately analyzed by the Department resulting in different and distinct 

equipment and visual appearance.  Harris focuses on the GMP line extension rather than the 

separate points of interconnection.  Her misguided focus and resulting convoluted interpretation 

of “shared infrastructure” would lead to the illogical result that every electric generating facility 

in the State of Vermont (and the United States for that matter) shares common infrastructure for 

                                                 
5 During the July 17, 2014 and August 17, 2014 meetings between the Petitioner and the Apple Hill Homeowner’s 
Association concerning the Project and the Apple Hill Solar project, Libby Harris was an active opponent with 
respect to the Petitioner’s proposed use of Apple Hill Road as an access road and a strong proponent of using 
Willow Road as an alternative.  The use by Petitioner of Apple Hill Road would have resulted in construction crews 
passing directly in front of the home of Ms. Harris and it was in her expressed interest to have the Petitioner access 
the Project site through Willow Road.  Given that the use of Willow Road was done at the behest of and as an 
accommodation to Ms. Harris and the rest of the Apple Hill Homeowner’s Association, the doctrine of “unclean 
hands” precludes her from now objecting to such use. 
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purposes of 30 V.S.A. §8002(14) as each such facility ultimately taps into the shared electric 

grid.   

B. Harris Assertions Regarding 30 V.S.A. §248(b)(5) [Aesthetics, Historic Sites, Air 
and Water Purity, Natural Environment, and Public Health and Safety] 

In her Brief, Harris asserts (without any support) that the Project does not comply with 

the 30 V.S.A. §248(b)(5) aesthetic criterion and that wind and noise concerns have not been 

adequately addressed by the Petitioner.  Harris’ arguments have already been addressed and 

sufficiently rebutted by Petitioner’s opening brief and Petitioner will not repeat those here.   

Petitioner will, however, offer the following additional comments on Harris’ private property 

concerns. 

Having failed to provide any expert testimony on the topic of aesthetics, Harris now 

complains that she is being “unfairly prejudiced by the consecutive staging of two contiguous 

projects that make it impossible to evaluate the cumulative impacts of both projects together at 

one time.”  The visual impacts of the Apple Hill solar project are irrelevant to this Docket.  Any 

cumulative visual impact from the Chelsea Solar project and the Apple Hill Solar project is only 

relevant to the Apple Hill Solar project and not here.   

As to noise, Harris makes the unsubstantiated assertions that the Project may result in an 

increase in noise from the highway, Route 7, as well as an increase in noise produced by more 

severe winds.   

There is no evidence that the existing trees provide any noise buffer whatsoever to Ms. 

Harris or her neighbors who “frequently experience noise from trucks using jake brakes going 

downhill on Route 7, on Route 279, and shifting gears going uphill on the onramp immediately 
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adjacent to the forest proposed to be cut for Chelsea Solar.”  See Page 12 of Harris Brief.  Again, 

Harris is assuming facts not on the record in stating that the existing trees provide a noise buffer.  

Having failed in her bid to have the Board pay for real expert testimony to address Ms. Harris’ 

NIMBY concerns, Ms. Harris provided no expert witness testimony whatsoever with respect to 

noise concerns.   

As discussed in Petitioner’s opening brief, the record establishes that the Petitioner has 

presented sufficient evidence that the noise requirements have been met.  Moreover, even if 

noise from existing traffic conditions were relevant, which Petitioner believes they are not, 

evidence shows that Harris’ Section 248 assertions are meritless.  See, Petitioner’s Responses to 

the Vermont Department of Public Service First Set of Information Requests on Petitioner dated 

as of November 16, 2014 (the “Responses”):   

“QUESTION 12: “The removal of trees from the project site may create 
increased noise impacts given that the project is sited on a wooded tract of land 
between Route 7 and a residential development that may currently be providing 
noise buffering. Please provide noise monitoring data for current noise levels at 
project boundaries and at nearest residences for daytime and nighttime.” 
 
RESPONSE 12: A desktop level road noise analysis was performed using 
publicly available noise data. A copy of this analysis is included with this 
response as Exhibit B. The analysis concludes that: 
“Based on the TNM model results, peak hour traffic noise levels in the area are 
typical of that of quiet rural and suburban areas. Peak hour traffic sound levels do 
not excel 60 dBA with or after development of the proposed project at any of the 
modeled residences. The removal of the tree barrier associated with the proposed 
project would not result in substantial increases in noise for all of the receptors, 
except for the nearest one, Receptor 2. However, while the increase in peak hour 
traffic noise may be noticeable on a comparative basis at Receptor 2, it is still well 
below the Town of Bennington criteria, and is still within the normal sound levels 
associated with rural areas. Therefore, surrounding residential units would not be 
exposed to unusual or unacceptable traffic noise levels in excess of criteria, and 
no substantial noise effect is anticipated to be caused by the removal of trees from 
the proposed project site.” 
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In addition, the Responses state that both pre and post construction noise levels will not exceed 

local regulations or the World Health Organization Noise Guidelines.  See Responses Questions 

14 through 16. 6   

 
As to wind, Harris makes the unsubstantiated assertion that the existing trees on the 

Project site buffers wind.  See Harris Brief at 2.  At the site visit for the Project, Harris described 

the existing conditions at her house as similar to “living in a wind tunnel”, so the claim that the 

trees are currently providing any type of buffer is dubious.  In any case, Harris has provided 

absolutely no evidence supporting her claim regarding an existing wind buffer or an increase of 

wind due to the presence of the Project.   

 Again, having failed in her bid to have the Board pay for expert testimony to address Ms. 

Harris’ NIMBY concerns, Ms. Harris provided no expert witness testimony whatsoever with 

respect to wind.   

As explained in the Responses, the publicly available data shows that the Bennington 

area is one of the least windy areas in the State of Vermont and, there is simply no evidence in 

                                                 
6 Ms. Harris submitted Exhibit Harris 1 presumably to provide contrary evidence on the issue of noise.  However, 
evidence introduced for impeachment purposes is not substantive evidence and cannot be relied upon by a factfinder 
as substantive evidence.  Moreover, the excerpt from the “Noise Barrier Design Handbook” provides no support for 
Harris’ unsubstantiated claims regarding noise increases from the Project.  The “Noise Barrier Design Handbook” 
states that “for vegetation to provide a substantial, or even noticeable, noise reduction, the vegetation area must be at 
least 5 m (15 ft) in height, 30 m (100 ft) wide and dense enough to completely obstruct the line of sight between the 
source and the receiver” and that such a vegetation area may provide up to 5 dB(A) of noise reduction.  The same 
paragraph in the “Noise Barrier Design Handbook” relied upon by Harris also states that “Shielding by trees and 
other such vegetation typically only have an "out of sight, out of mind" effect. That is, the perception of highway 
traffic noise impact tends to decrease when vegetation blocks the line of sight.”   What the “Noise Barrier Design 
Handbook” is essentially saying is that any effect on noise that a certain sized vegetation area may or may not have 
is likely to be imagined and not real.  The bottom line, however, is that Harris has provided no testimony to show 
that the existing trees provide any noise buffer or that Petitioner’s Project will increase noise, much less that such a 
purported increase would be “undue”.   
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this docket to support Harris’ unsubstantiated private property concerns that the Project will 

result in an increase in wind, much less that such a purported increase would be “undue”.    

Lastly, both ANR and the Department are satisfied that the 248(b)(5) criteria has been 

satisfied as reflected in the MOUs and subject to any post-CPG conditions reflected therein and 

there is no evidence before the Board with respect to noise that indicates otherwise. 

In conclusion, the Petitioner’s evidence shows that the 30 V.S.A. § 248 criteria have been 

met.  In addition, that criteria was fully vetted by the Petitioner’s experts and by the Department 

and ANR.  The Petitioner responded to the requests of both the Department and ANR and made 

multiple changes to its site plan to address concerns such agencies had.  The Petitioner has also 

cooperatively worked with all of the neighbors in the Apple Hill Homeowners Association to 

address their concerns and has made changes to address such concerns.  Ms. Harris is the lone 

wolf (with the support of her anti-renewable energy sponsor VCE) that continues to object, but 

she has not provided any substantive evidence that can assist the Board in making its decision 

regarding the Petitioner’s satisfaction of the Section 248 criteria.  The only testimony in this 

docket concerning the orderly development of the region, aesthetics, wind and noise supports the 

conclusion that the Petitioner satisfies the requirements of 30 V.S.A. §§ 248(b)(1) and (b)(5).  

Therefore, the Board should issue the Petitioner a CPG with respect to the Project, subject to the 

conditions outlined in the MOUs, with all deliberate speed.     
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Dated August 12, 2014     

       CHELSEA SOLAR LLC 

        By:    
 
        Michael Melone 
        Chelsea Solar LLC 
        c/o Allco Renewable Energy Limited  
        77 Water Street – 8th Floor 
        New York, NY 10005 
        (917) 328-2001 
        mjmelone@allcous.com 
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